Characteristics of adult patients with atopic dermatitis initiating biologics and JAK inhibitors in the CorEvitas AD Registry
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Introduction/Background: Biologics and Janus kinase inhibitors (JAKi) are promising treatment options for patients with atopic dermatitis (AD)[1]; however, no studies, to our knowledge, have evaluated differences in characteristics of patients on these medications in a real-world setting.

Objective: This study sought to describe the demographics, clinical characteristics, treatment patterns, and disease severity and patient-reported outcome measures of adult patients with AD initiating either a biologic or JAKi in the prospective, non-interventional CorEvitas AD Registry.

Methods: This cross-sectional study included patients initiating either a biologic (dupilumab or tralokinumab) or JAKi (abrocitinib or upadacitinib) in the CorEvitas AD Registry between 7/21/2020 and
Patient characteristics were summarized at initiation of therapy using descriptive statistics, overall and by prior experience with biologic/JAKi therapy and systemic therapy (any registry-eligible systemic medication). Additionally, exploratory multivariable modified-Poisson regression was used to identify factors associated with biologic vs. JAKi initiation. Variables were selected by first using bivariate regression, and covariates with p-values ≤0.15 were submitted to a backward selection process. Age, sex, and race were included in the final model for representation purposes.

Results: The study reported 1,958 initiations, with 1,604 biologic initiations and 354 JAKi initiations. The initiated medication was the first-line systemic among 86.4% of the biologic initiators and 40.7% of the JAKi initiators. Biologic initiators were slightly older than JAKi initiators (mean age 50.7 years, SD 18.5 vs. mean 47.9, SD 17.0 years), with no major differences in sex, race/ethnicity, education, or work status. Differences were seen in history of infections (32.7% in biologic initiators vs. 44.9% in JAKi initiators) and rosacea (12.1% biologics vs. 5.9% JAKi). Furthermore, biologic initiators had greater disease severity than JAKi initiators as measured by body surface area % involvement (mean 26.0, SD 20.2 vs. mean 18.3, SD 19.4), validated Investigator Global Assessment for AD (severe vIGA-AD™, 34.4% vs. 24.6%), Eczema Area and Severity Index (EASI, mean 14.5, SD 12.0 vs. mean 10.7, SD 11.1) and SCoring AD (SCORAD, mean 48.2, SD 19.8 vs. mean 42.2, SD 20.1). Patient-reported outcomes were similar between groups.

In adjusted analyses, factors positively associated with JAKi initiation compared to biologics included living in the Midwest US (vs. Northeast US, RR: 1.50, 95% CI: 1.14, 1.97), worst skin pain in 24 hours (RR: 1.05, 95% CI: 1.02, 1.09), and prior use of 1 or 2+ systemic therapies (vs. none, RR: 4.30, 95% CI: 2.29, 8.07 and RR: 5.49, 95% CI: 3.06, 9.84, respectively). Factors positively associated with biologic initiation included having a history of cancer (RR: 0.33, 95% CI: 0.22, 0.49), moderate vIGA-AD™ (vs. clear, RR: 0.74, 95% CI: 0.56, 0.98), hand involvement (RR: 0.73, 95% CI: 0.62, 0.86), and worst itch in 24 hours (RR: 0.97, 95% CI: 0.94, 0.99).
Conclusions: In this real-world assessment, certain characteristics differed between adult patients with AD initiating either biologics which were most commonly first-line agents or JAKi (more likely used after other systemic agents), although some effect sizes were small and may not be clinically meaningful. Study limitations to consider include that characteristics associated with biologic or JAKi initiation may be influenced by timing of medication approval and availability. These foundational results highlight the importance of individualized patient assessment when deciding among different therapeutic approaches.
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Figure. Adjusted risk ratios (RR) and corresponding 95% CI for factors associated with initiating JAKi compared to biologics among patients in the CorEvitas AD Registry. RR>1 represent factors positively associated with JAKi initiation (magenta) and RR<1 represent factors positively associated with biologic initiation (blue).
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